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Introduction to Digital Leadership
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Definition: 
Digital Leadership as the strategic use of a company's digital assets to 
achieve business goals.

Importance: 
Essential for creating value, driving innovation, maintaining competitive 
advantage, ensuring cybersecurity and sustainability.

“Effec&ve digital leadership is not just about technology; it’s about using digital 
advancements to foster a culture of innova&on, security, and engagement.”

- Chris&an Junior



The Evolution of Technology



Who needs TO INNOVATE?

EVERY ORGANISATION!

W H Y ?

CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS AND BEHAVIOUR HAVE 
CHANGED TO A MORE DIGITAL-FIRST APPROACH 

DUE TO ADVANCEMENTS IN TECHNOLOGY & SOCIAL 
MEDIA

















https://datareportal.com/reports/tag/Caribbean



Overview of Digital Leadership
Digital leadership embodies the strategic use of a company's digital assets to achieve 
business goals. It is characterized by the ability to adapt, envision future trends, 
include diverse perspectives, and drive transformative changes within an 
organization.

Key Characteristics:

• Adaptive: Quickly responding to digital changes and challenges.
• Visionary: Anticipating future digital trends and preparing accordingly.
• Inclusive: Incorporating diverse perspectives to enrich digital strategies.
• Transformative: Leading change to leverage digital opportunities effectively.



The Pillars of Digital Leadership

Engagement
Leveraging technology to foster meaningful 
connec4ons with employees, customers, and 
stakeholders.
Adap4ng communica4on and collabora4on 
tools for a digital-first world.

Security
Prioritizing data protection and threat mitigation

Establishing robust security protocols and a 
culture of cybersecurity awareness

Technology & Innovation
The right technology stack avoiding shiny-toy-syndrome
Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, IoT, FinTech, etc

Strategy
Developing a clear vision and roadmap for digital transformation

Envisioning and implementing a roadmap for digital transformation
Aligning digital initiatives with business goals and market needs

The Winning Leader



The Importance of Strategy in Digital Leadership
A clear and well-defined digital strategy is crucial for guiding your organizaCon through 
its digital transformaCon journey. This strategy should align with your overall business 
objecCves, leveraging digital technologies to enhance operaConal efficiency, customer 
engagement, and compeCCve advantage.

Key Elements:

• Alignment with Business Goals: Ensuring digital iniCaCves support overarching 
objecCves.



DIGITAL 
STRATEGY

Developing a Digital Strategy

VISION
Create a clear, inspiring picture of the organization’s 

future post-digital transformation

Important: Sets the direction and guides decision-
making

Example: Transitioning from traditional retail to an 
omnichannel customer experience

1 OBJECTIVES
Clearly defined targets to achieve the vision.
Objectives should be SMART 

(Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, 
Time-bound).

Alignment: Ensuring objectives are aligned with 
overall business goals.
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DIGITAL TOOLS
Choosing the right digital technologies (e.g., cloud 

computing, AI, IoT) based on business needs.

Integration: Seamlessly integrating these tools into 
existing processes.

Scalability and Flexibility: Tools should adapt to 
evolving business and market demands.

3 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Roadmap: A detailed plan outlining steps, timelines, 
and responsible parties.

Change Management: Strategies to manage the 
organizational change that accompanies digital 
transformation.

Continuous Evaluation: Regularly assessing 
progress and adapting the plan as needed.
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Aligning Vision, Objectives, and Innovative Tools for 
Business Transformation

Digital 
Strategy       

Digital Strategy: Key Focus Areas
Customer Experience
Enhancing interaction and 
engagement through digital 
channels.

Example: Using AI for 
personalized customer 
recommendations.

Business Model 
Innovation
Reimagining traditional 
business models using 
digital capabilities.

Example: Adopting a 
subscription-based model for 
business services.

Operational Efficiency
Streamlining processes to 
reduce costs and increase 
productivity.

Example: Implementing 
automation in supply chain 
management.

Sustainability and 
Social Responsibility
Integrating sustainable 
practices and social 
responsibility into the 
core of digital business 
strategies.

A MOBILE FIRST 
APPROACH



Why You Need a Mobile-First Approach
1. Mobile devices offer a pla2orm that is both secure and user-centric, allowing for a 

personalized experience through well-cra?ed interfaces.
2. The evoluBon & affordability of mobile tech has levelled the playing field, empowering any 

enterprise to embrace technology at its core.

Mobile as an Innova8on Catalyst:

• Pervasive use of smartphones across 
iOS and Android.

• mCommerce and in-person sales 
functionality.

• Inbuilt security protocols - from SCA to 
multi-factor authentication.

• User comfort and familiarity with 
mobile applications.

• Simplified app integration.
• Universal internet access with 

affordable data.
• Intuitive user interface.

• Biometric security for authentication.
• Voice command technology.
• Inbuilt cameras for visual interaction.
• NFC and touch-free payment systems.
• Integrated digital wallet systems.
• Instant messaging and chat services.
• Direct telephony communication.
• Location-aware services.

Ubiquitous Mobile Capabilities: Unique Mobile Characteristics for 
Enhanced User Engagement:



POLL
WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST CONCERN 

AS AN ORGANISATION?

CU Member Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScL1MpxBDS258wt_Pq9Vn
FBR1HGgxpjl4zATezgSZQAQLLXxg/viewform

CU Concerns

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfkVLD1tlgAjJUvG20lzOc8-
463EwjAOSTJEEHRSCXOhKkD1A/viewform

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScL1MpxBDS258wt_Pq9VnFBR1HGgxpjl4zATezgSZQAQLLXxg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScL1MpxBDS258wt_Pq9VnFBR1HGgxpjl4zATezgSZQAQLLXxg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfkVLD1tlgAjJUvG20lzOc8-463EwjAOSTJEEHRSCXOhKkD1A/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfkVLD1tlgAjJUvG20lzOc8-463EwjAOSTJEEHRSCXOhKkD1A/viewform


Security as a Core Component of Digital Leadership

Cybersecurity must be a top priority for digital leaders, as it plays a cri5cal 
role in protec5ng the organiza5on's digital assets. A robust security 
framework not only safeguards informa5on but also builds trust among 
customers and stakeholders.

Key Insights:
• Leadership Priority: Integra5ng cybersecurity into the leadership 

agenda.
• Impact of Security Breaches: Understanding the consequences of 

data breaches on business credibility.



Healthcare is the top target of ransomware attacks
300,000 New Malware are created every day

49 Days on Average
It takes to identify a Malware attack

73% of leaders find that privacy 
regulations reduce cyber risk

4.1 million websites have 
malware at any given time

58% of organizations consider their cyber 
attack exposure as high or very high

$3 billion worth of cryptocurrency 
was stolen in hacks till now.

Sources: Astra & Tripwire

92% of malware 
were delivered via email

71% of IT experts believe that 
Remote Work poses an extreme threat

US $23bn 
Global cybersecurity spending end of 2022

Stolen from a fintech company by a hacker
US $29m



Training & 
Education

Leaders must mandate 
regular cybersecurity 

training for ALL 
employees.

Incident Response 
Planning

Leaders must have a 
robust incident response 

plan that is regularly 
reviewed and tested.

Vendor Risk 
Management
Manage third-party 

risks through stringent 
security requirements 
for vendors and supply 

chain partners.

Strategic 
Communication

Leaders must ensure 
clear and strategic 

communication around 
cybersecurity policies 

priorities and practices

Collaborative 
Cybersecurity 

Initiatives
Encourage cross-functional 
teams to work together on 
cybersecurity initiatives. 

Effects of Training
Reduction in successful cyber 

attacks

Of Businesses are Ransomware 
Victims
In the first half of 2022, there were 2.8 billion 
malware attacks and 255 million phishing attacks 

The Cost of Cyber attacks 

US $8 trillion by 2023
A cyber attacks happens
39 Seconds

Actionable Steps for Leaders

Average cost of a data breach
US $9.44m

Source: 160 Cybersecurity Statistics 2023. Astra



The importance of a top-down approach where leadership champions a 
culture of security awareness throughout the organization.

Proactive Security Culture & Human Capital Development

The the need for conGnuous investment in cuHng-edge security 
technologies like AI for threat detecGon and in hiring and developing 
skilled cybersecurity personnel.

Investment in Security

the role of leadership in enforcing regular security audits, adhering to 
compliance standards, and ensuring the organization stays up-to-date 
with best practices.

Regular Audits and Compliance

Leaders should promote an integrated approach to risk management that aligns 
cybersecurity efforts with the organization’s broader risk management strategy. 
This includes understanding the potential business impact of cyber threats and 
making risk-informed decisions to prioritize resources and controls accordingly.

Integrated Risk Management

Leadership Strategies for Cyber Resilience



Engaging the Digital Workforce

Creating an environment that supports digital adoption and fosters a culture of 
continuous learning is essential. Leadership plays a pivotal role in engaging the 
workforce, promoting digital literacy, and encouraging innovation.

Strategies for Engagement:

• Fostering a Digital Culture: Techniques to encourage a digital-first mindset among 
employees.

• Workforce Development: Initiatives to enhance digital skills and competencies.



InnovaIon & Technology: The Driving Forces

InnovaCon and the strategic adopCon of emerging technologies are key to maintaining a 
compeCCve edge in the digital marketplace. Leaders should encourage a culture of 
innovaCon that embraces technological advancements as opportuniCes for growth.

Exploring Technologies:

• Emerging Technologies: Insights into AI, Blockchain, IoT, and their implicaCons for 
leadership.

• Culture of InnovaEon: Encouraging creaCvity and experimentaCon within the 
organizaCon.



THE EVOLUTION 
OF MONEY





• Money is a current medium of exchange in the form of coins and banknotes; coins and banknotes 
collectively. 

• Money makes it easy for people to buy and sell things. It is seen as a reliable medium of exchange 
between buyer and seller.

• But money has other uses, too. It helps you to store value. For instance, if you were given an ice 
cream worth £2 ,you could enjoy it right now, but if you didn’t it would melt – and that ‘value’ would 
disappear. But if you were given £2 instead, you could spend it any time you liked.

• Through the ages, money has taken various forms – from gold and silver through to the two types of 
money used today: cash and bank deposits.

• Most of the money in the economy is created, not by printing presses at the central bank, but by banks 
when they provide loans.

(SOURCE: THE BANK OF ENGLAND)

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/knowledgebank/what-does-the-bank-of-england-do


WHAT DO PEOPLE DO WITH THEIR MONEY?

1. SPEND

2. SAVE 3. INVEST

4. GIVE AWAY

5. PAY TAXES

PAYMENTS
Almost everything 
we do with money 

is related to 
payments or some 

form of value 
transfer



SPECULATIONS ABOUT
THE FUTURE OF MONEY & PAYMENTS

INCREASINGLY MOBILE

CASHLESS

CONTACTLESS

INVISIBLE

TRANSPARENT

Mobile Technology

Blockchain / DLT

Artificial Intelligence

Open Banking

DIGITAL/CRYPTO BASED

THE END OF BANKING AS WE 
KNOW IT?

Digital Wallets

NFC, Mobile, AI

All of the above



Case Study: Alliant Credit Union
• Today, the credit union has 345,000 members and $9.5 billion in assets, making it the 8th largest in the 

United States.

• Alliant CU have 12 branches — one of the highest branch-to-asset ratios in banking.

• What’s the credit union’s strategy? Their goal is to make it easy for members to conduct all their banking 
through online and mobile channels — even opening accounts

• From journey mapping and behavior and decision-making, Alliant says it is constantly reviewing data and 
striving to better understand and improve the member experience.

• Alliant learned that people wanted the credit union to be with them wherever they were, whenever needed.

• Alliant delivered a new mobile and tablet app with such features as biometric fingerprint authentication, 
secure two-way instant messaging within the app, the ability to see account balances without logging in, and 
upgraded bill pay features with a built-in help guide.

• Alliant also tested ads on online sites. These sites were specifically chosen for their ability to target the 
financially-savvy, digitally-minded consumers that Alliant wants to reach.



Case Study: Alliant Credit Union



The Result?

• Last year, Alliant’s membership grew by 12%. Of those new members, 88% came through digital channels, 
and half joined as a result of word of mouth.

• In the same period, Alliant’s deposits increased 12% and loans were up 22% with at least a third of that 
volume coming purely through digital channels. There has also been a 50% increase in mobile adoption rates, 
pacing at a significantly higher clip than online banking.

• Alliant CEO, Mr Mooney believes the ROI of their transformation is the result of the organization’s unwavering 
focus and resolve to a digital-first strategy. In simple terms, success wasn’t likely if they had tried to tip toe 
gingerly with a “digital lite” approach.



• The biggest mistake an organization can make is being confined to traditional business models. 

• The potential of Digital Strategies is underpinned by the new business models it’s destined to create. 

• There is almost no limit to how organizations can deliver value and services in this new world, but they must 
get creative. 

• In this session, we examine the latest innovative business models that organizations are embracing to gain 
the most value from Digital platforms.

• Due to the global proliferation of social media and digital platforms, digital marketing is her.e to stay. 
Organisations must set up fully functional digital units to remain relevant and competitive

Welcome to The Transformation



The Digital Transformation & 
Disruption



• Digital transformation involves the integration of digital technology into all areas of an 
organisation, which fundamentally changes how the organisation operates and how it 
delivers value to customers. 

• From Customer Acquisition to Service delivery, Marketing, Contracting, and 
Employee productivity; digital strategies can be applied.

• Digital transformation means different things to different individuals and organisations. 
However, in most cases, it involves a cultural change, new business models, innovation, 
and plenty of experimentation.

• There are several reasons why organisations embark on a digital transformation, but for 
most it is a matter of staying abreast of the competition and catering to the modern 
consumer’s needs. 

• In today’s hyperconnected world where technological disruption is unprecedented, digital 
transformation should be focused on generating new value, creating new opportunities 
and efficiencies, and driving new growth (Deloitte, 2016).



POLL
How do you feel about your organisations Digital Transformation?



RHICS

• Artificial Intelligence
• Internet of Things
• Blockchain & DLT
• Mobile & Web
• Quantum Computing
• EVs

• Social Media
• Search engines
• Digital 

Platforms
• Dynamic data 

sources
• Own data

• Other Businesses

• People Value
• Societal Value
• Business Value

Digital Transformation & Innovation

• Customer networks



Customer Networks

Customer networks in the context of digital transformation refer to the interconnected systems and platforms that 
businesses use to engage with their customers. These networks can include social media, mobile applications, customer 
relationship management (CRM) systems, and various digital communication channels. 

They are essential for several reasons:

1. Enhanced Customer Engagement: They provide multiple touchpoints for businesses to interact with customers, 
improving engagement and customer experience.

2. Data-Driven Insights: Customer networks offer valuable data that can be analysed to better understand customer 
behaviour and preferences.

3. Agility and Responsiveness: They enable businesses to quickly respond to customer needs and market changes.

4. Personalisation: Digital platforms allow for more personalized interactions and targeted marketing strategies.

Overall, customer networks are vital for businesses to stay competitive in the digital age, offering a direct channel to 
consumers and fostering stronger, more informed relationships.



Customers / members

• In the digital age, we are moving to a world best described not by mass markets, but by customer 
networks. 

• In this paradigm, customers are dynamically connected and interacting in ways that are changing 
the relationship of customers to business and to each other. 

• Customers today are constantly connecting, engaging and influencing each other, and shaping 
business reputations and brands. 

• Their use of digital tools is changing how customers discover, evaluate, purchase, and use 
products, and how they share, interact, and stay connected with brands. 

• This is forcing businesses to re-think their traditional marketing funnel, and re-examine their 
customer’s path to purchase, which may skip from social networks to search engines, mobile 
screens, to laptops, to walking into a branch, or asking for customer service in a live online chat. 



MOBILE & HYPER CONNECTIVITY 
UNDERSTANDING THE MODERN CREDIT 

UNION MEMBER BEHAVIOURS



Personalization & human touch 
remain critical to the modern 
consumer’s expectation

Desires Personal Interactions

Control their experience by using digital 
means to research, explore, review, 
and share products.

Informed
The modern consumer is connected via 
mobile devices such as phones, tablets, 

PCs and wearables

Always Connected

The modern consumer tends to conduct a 
thorough comparison of products they’re 
interested in across multiple channels and 
devices before making a purchase decision.

Constantly compares products

They expect to be able to get what 
they want immediately with real-

time service.

Instantly Gratified

The modern consumer wants to voice their 
opinions about good and bad customer 

experiences, and digital platforms make it 
easy for them to do so through review 

functionality

Opinionated & Vocal

The Hyperconnected Customer
Acknowledging that your customers are hyperconnected consumers is key to 

adopting a digital-first approach as a leader. – Christian Junior



EXPLICIT PROMISES

• Marketing collateral, advertisements, 
and other media related to Dynamic 
eLearning offerings provide explicit 
promises to the prospects/clients about 
what the organisation will deliver.

• These explicit promises are likely to be 
one of the first sources of expectation 
formation for potential consumers. 

WORD OF MOUTH

• Word of mouth and online reviews can 
strongly impact an individual’s 
expectations g. 

• This is particularly important in digital 
marketing, because in today’s 
hyperconnected consumer-driven 
world, many consumers look to online 
reviews and ratings before making 
decisions. 

PAST EXPERIENCES

• The past experiences that usually impact 
expectations of a product or service are those 
relating to similar products, services, or brands. 

• For example, customers with a good experience with 
international companies will expect the same quality 
from local Caribbean Companies.

IMPLICIT PROMISES

• These are implied or alluded to rather than stated 
directly.

• These promises are embedded in marketing 
collateral, advertisements, and other media related 
to a product or service.

• Prices traditionally have been influential as implicit 
promises across a variety of contexts, with higher 
prices often being associated with expectations of 
higher product or service quality.

Customer Expectations

The formation of Expectations



01

02

03

04

Provide a seamless customer experience across various 
digital platforms and physical touchpoints.

Omni-channel Experience

Use data analy4cs to personalize user experiences, making 
interac4ons more relevant and meaningful

Personalisation

Implement mechanisms for collecting and acting on user 
feedback, showing customers that their opinions shape your 
products and services.

User feedback Loops

Foster online communities to enhance brand loyalty and 
provide users with a platform to connect and share experiences.

Digital Community building

Engaging Consumers 
and End-Users

05

06

07

08

Use digital tools to communicate openly with customers about 
changes, updates, and company news.

Transparent Communications

Since users are increasingly mobile-dependent, optimize 
all customer interactions for mobile devices.

Mobile-first Approach

Offer value through educational content that helps customers 
make the most of your products or services.

Educational Content

Ensure that your digital offerings are accessible to all users, 
including those with disabilities.

Digital Accessibility



CASE STUDY:

The Power of Consumer Networks 
and Social Media 















COMPETITION
• Today, we are moving to a world of fluid industry boundaries, where your biggest challengers 

may be asymmetric competitors companies from outside your industry who look nothing like you 
but offer competing value to your customers – BANKS, PAYDAY / SHORT LOANS 
COMPANIES.

• Nowadays, you may need to cooperate with a direct rival, due to interdependent business 
models, or mutual challenges from outside your industry. 

• Most importantly, digital technologies are supercharging the power of platform business models, 
which allow one business to create and capture enormous value by facilitating the interactions 
between other businesses or customers. 



COOPETITION CASE STUDY:

• Let's look at Credit Reference Agencies

• For example in Loan Applications, (Competitors) can come together to develop standardized 
Credit Processes & Automated Credit referencing systems that use DATA - an applicant’s 
loans & repayment history, personal circumstances, income and outgoings, etc to determine 
if they can repay loans. This will save Millions of $$$ annually.

• Financial institutions work together to contribute to the credit referening agency by reporting on the 
customers monthly repayments on any credit facility they own.

• Coopetition is the process of cooperation between companies that are otherwise considered 
competitors. Digital platforms have made it easy & necessary for companies to engage in coopetition 
through data sharing and streamlined processes; leading to business growth & increased customer 
networks.





Credit Union / Payment providers / Banks & FinTech Coopetition

Case study: FINTECH



• CadaWada (Card Wallet) is modern payment 3.0 platform that caters for individuals and 
small businesses. 

• It focuses on financial inclusion for the under-banked and unbanked users in innovation 
economies, whilst delivering value to the already banked consumers in developed 
markets. 

• It will reduce the cost of international money transfers, allow small businesses to 
seamlesslly accept online payments, facilitate the quick exchange of crypto currency into 
fiat cash and provide a marketplace for peer-to-peer FX transactions.

• CadaWada aims to seamlessly connect emerging markets to the global financial 
ecosystem through an API driven platform. 

• It is a one-stop money shop for financial services; enabling users to hold money (in 
multi-currency e-wallets), pay for stuff (bills, utilities, other users), spend money (buy 
stuff online, point of sale transactions, in-app store), transfer money (low cost 
international and local money transfers) and exchange currencies (buy & sell 
currencies in the FX marketplace). 



TECH & AI DRIVEN Features at a Glance

CadaWada will deliver exceptional user experience to ensure consumers are able 
to conduct various kinds of financial transactions regardless of their current digital 
usage level or expertise.

The Platform

• API Driven: Open Banking API, Currency Exchange API, Blockchain Exchange APIs.
• Automated & manual KYC / AML / PEP & Sanctions checks
• AI powered fraud prevention system
• Enhanced security
• 24 hour automated customer service assistant
• Facebook, Skype & WhatsApp integrations via Chatbot
• Faster implementation / payment time
• Cost effectiveness
• A smoother onboarding experience.



For Personal Users

• Transfer money locally and internationally at the lowest rate possible
• FX Marketplace: Negotiate rates and exchange currencies with other users
• Pay common utility bills on the platform
• Receive salary and other payments on the platform
• Offline Account Funding
• AI Powered Chatbot / Cognitive Assistant for 24 hour support
• Carry out transactions with Crypto currencies

For Business Users

• Accept digital payments for goods and services with same day settlements in 
some regions.

• Make international payments to other businesses
• Invoicing & Inventory management
• Accept cashless payments in-store
• Transact in multiple currencies and crypto assets 



DATA
• Today, most data available to businesses is not generated through any systematic planning like a 

market survey; 

• With social media, mobile devices, and search engines every business now has access to 
amounts of unstructured data that is generated without planning, but which can increasingly be 
utilised with new analytical tools. 

• These “big data” analytic tools can enable Businesses to make new kinds of predictions, uncover 
unexpected patterns in business activity, and unlock new sources of value. 

• Usually reserved for specific business intelligence units, data is becoming the lifeblood of every 
department, and a strategic asset to be developed and deployed over time. 

• Data is a vital part of how every business operates, differentiates itself in the market, and 
generates new value. 



innovation
• With the rapid pace of digitization in every industry today, innovation is happening under 

conditions of much greater uncertainty. 

• No business can rely on expensive and incremental improvements to its existing 
business. 

• Ironically, even as digitisation fuels more uncertainty, an array of digital tools is making 
rapid prototyping, testing, and learning easier than ever. 

• If Businesses are able to change their model of innovation, they can reap the same 
rewards as the leanest of startups. 

• Innovation in the digital era focuses much more on keeping your eye on the problem, and 
testing to learn which of many different ideas may point you towards the best ultimate 
solution. 







1800s

1960s

2000s

1760

Innovation happening much faster. Convergence 
of physical, biological and digital has led to AI, EVs, 

ID2020, Biometrics, IOT 

4th Industrial Revolution

The digital revolution. 
Computers, Semi conductors, 
Internet etc

3rd Industrial Revolution

Mass production. Oil and gas, 
Steel, Electricity

2nd Industrial Revolution

Started in Great Britain
Powered by the Steam engine

Trains

1st Industrial Revolution

Innovation & The 4th Industrial Revolution
A technological revolution that’s blurring the lines between 
the digital, physical and biological spheres



The 4th Industrial Revolution



Innovation & The 4th Industrial Revolution
The 4th industrial revolution brings together physical, biological and digital systems 

More Robotics 
and interactions 

between 
humans and AI, 

machines.

Championed by WEF, 
will make inequality 

visible and less 
acceptable

Has the potential to raise global 
income levels and improve the 
quality of life

Technology has made 
possible new products 
and services that 
increase the efficiency 
and pleasure of our 
personal lives.

The 4th Industrial Revolution

Those who have gained the most 
from it have been consumers able to 
afford and access the digital world

Transportation & 
communication costs will 
drop, logistics and global 

supply chains will 
become more effective, 

and the cost of trade will 
diminish

The Driverless car is a perfect example of 



e.g Chatbots, Intelligent Cognitive Assistants, Chat GPT, 
ML, NLP, Generative AI

Artificial Intelligence

e.g Smart homes, smart cars, Robotics
Internet of Things

Has recently seen significant investment & development
Voice Technology

Cryptocurrencies, smart contract protocols
Blockchain & Smart Contracts

e.g. Real Estate Virtual tours, Snapchat filters, Halograms
Virtual & Augmented Reality = THE METAVERSE

AI

Emerging (Some Matured) Technologies



Technology Description Business Value

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
AI involves creating computer systems that can perform 
tasks typically requiring human intelligence, such as 
decision-making and speech recognition.

Enhances decision-making, automates repetitive tasks, 
and improves customer service through personalized 
experiences.

Blockchain A decentralized ledger technology that securely records 
transactions across multiple computers.

Increases transparency and security in transactions, 
reduces costs by eliminating intermediaries.

Internet of Things (IoT) A network of interconnected devices that can collect and 
exchange data.

Improves efficiency through real-time data analysis, 
enhances product functionality, and enables new 
service models.

Augmented Reality (AR) & 
Virtual Reality (VR)

AR overlays digital information in the real world, while VR 
creates immersive virtual environments.

Transforms customer experiences, enhances training 
and simulation, and opens up innovative marketing 
strategies.

5G Technology
The next generation of mobile internet connectivity, offering 
faster speeds and more reliable connections on 
smartphones and other devices.

Enables the real-time data transfer necessary for 
autonomous vehicles, smart cities, and enhanced 
mobile broadband.

Quantum Computing A type of computing that takes advantage of quantum 
phenomena to perform operations on data.

Offers significant advancements in problem-solving and 
data analysis capabilities, far beyond traditional 
computing.

Robotics and Automation The use of robots and automation technologies to perform 
tasks with increased efficiency and precision.

Improves production efficiency, reduces human error, 
and can lead to significant cost savings in operations.

Edge Computing A distributed computing paradigm that brings computation 
and data storage closer to the location where it is needed.

Reduces latency, improves speed, and enhances the 
reliability of data processing and applications.



Harnessing Emerging Technologies for Value Creation
Digital leaders must not only understand these technologies but also how to apply 
them strategically to drive business value. This involves:

• Identifying Opportunities: Assessing how these technologies can solve existing 
problems or create new opportunities for the business.

• Fostering Innovation: Creating an organizational culture that encourages 
experimentation and the adoption of new technologies.

• Developing Skills: Investing in training and development to build the necessary 
skills within the team to leverage these technologies effectively.

• Strategic Partnerships: Collaborating with tech startups, universities, and other 
organizations to stay at the forefront of technological advancements.



The Metaverse
• The next phase of the internet

• The metaverse represents a convergence of physical, augmented, and 
virtual reality in a shared online space. 

• It's becoming increasingly relevant as organizations explore its 
potential for remote work, education, entertainment, and e-
commerce. 

• As a digital landscape that allows for immersive experiences, the 
metaverse is poised to offer vast opportunities for businesses and 
consumers alike, and it's an area ripe for leadership and innovation.

• It is persistent and provides enhanced immersive experiences. Within 
the metaverse, users can interact with a computer-generated 
environment and other users. 

• It can be accessed through virtual reality (VR) headsets, augmented 
reality (AR) glasses, smartphone apps, or other devices.





The Metaverse for Businesses
• For businesses, both small and large, the metaverse 

offers a unique platform for innovation. 

• Small businesses could create virtual storefronts to 
showcase products or services to a global audience 
without the need for physical presence, lowering the 
barrier to international markets. 

• Large businesses an government agencies could use it 
for virtual tourism, offering immersive experiences of 
Caribbean destinations, or for real estate, by providing 
virtual property tours. 

• Both could also leverage it for training purposes, 
creating interactive and engaging learning 
environments for employees.



5G & ID2020



WELCOME TO OF 5G



About 5G
• The future of technology 
• 20 times faster than current 5G
• Up to 1GB downloads per second
• A key driver of digital transformation 
• Does not cause corona virus
• Uses high frequencies but still lower than frequencies used by microwaves in our 

kitchen. 
• We should all have COVID-19 by now
• Will aid automation and the 4th industrial revolution.
• Remember there were massive conspiracy theories and oppositions to 2G, 3G 

and 4G so this is no different.
• We should all embrace 5G and the possibilities it brings



Problems with 5G
• Not perfect yet, still emerging and in infancy.
• Needs completely new equipment both from a device and network infrastructure 

perspective
• Higher bandwidth than 4G
• China Leading the race to manufacture 5G equipment
• Elements of trust and cyber security issues with Huawei developing these equipment.
• The Chinese government has total control of data and has policies that require 

companies to hand over sensitive data if asked to do so.
• This worries everybody.
• There is a race between the Chinese and Americans 
• Americans are scared that if the Chinese control the 5G infrastructure they will start doing 

what the Americans have been doing all this time: spying on network activities.
• Better the devil you know.



ID2020
• A UN SDG initiative to help provide ID for everyone in the world: including the unbanked 

and underbanked in rural areas.
• Process involves implanting microchips into humans that contain identifiable data.
• This has been used on animals for several decades
• Can also be administered as a vaccine
• Already in use in places like Sweden.



ID2020
Pros
• Make it easier for everyone to consume financial or other services that require 

Identification
• Contactless and quicker access to airports, buses, etc  
• Convenient way to identify your self than carrying passports and documents
• The irony is that ID2020 would actually be useful in these COVID-19 times to avoid 

contact.
• This will become the future  trend in identification especially when adopted by major 

banks and key institutions.

Cons
• Controversial because it is a biometric process
• Fears that people may be vaccinated with implants without their consent 
• I am not getting one anytime soon.





Defining AI, Machine Learning, 
and Deep Learning



• Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that emphasizes the creation of 
intelligent machines that work and react like humans. 

• Some of the activities computers with artificial intelligence are designed for include: 
Speech recognition, Machine Learning, Natural Language processing

• Artificial intelligence can be used to solve problems across the board. 

• AI can help businesses increase sales, detect fraud, improve customer experience, 
automate work processes, provide predictive analysis, forecast the future.

• Research in AI has focused chiefly on the following components of intelligence: 
learning, reasoning, problem-solving, perception, and language-understanding.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)



Artificial Intelligence (AI):
Definition: 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of human intelligence in machines, 
enabling them to perform tasks that typically require human intelligence. These tasks 
include problem-solving, learning from experience, understanding natural language, 
recognizing patterns, and making decisions.

Key Characteristics: 
AI systems can adapt to changing inputs, learn from data, and improve over time. They can 
be rule-based (traditional AI) or data-driven (machine learning-based).



Chatbots are enhancing user 
experiences and customer service 
delivery today more than ever

Customer Services – 
Chatbots

AI can be applied in decision making 
processes. E.g. Loans processing 
and credit worthiness

Decision Making – 
Machine Learning 

AI enables organisations to predict what 
will happen in the future by learning from 
previous and current trends.

Revenue Forecasts – 
Predictive Analysis

AI can help businesses detect and 
mitigate fraudulent activities across 
the board by monitoring and 
highlighting irregular patterns.

Fraud Detection & 
Cybersecurity

AI can enable customers manage 
their accounts effectively from the 
comfort of their homes without 
interfacing with staff. 

Account Management
AI can be used to personalize 
marketing outreach, score leads, 
create marketing assets etc. 
e.g. Chat GPT, Canva

Marketing Automation

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENC

E

Some Practical Applications of AI
You can leave this session and implement some of these within a day

some a week, a month or several years





Machine Learning (ML):
Definition: 
Machine Learning is a subset of AI that focuses on the development of algorithms and statistical 
models that enable computers to improve their performance on a specific task through 
experience (i.e., data). ML involves training a model on data and allowing it to make predictions or 
decisions without being explicitly programmed.

Key Characteristics: ML systems are data-driven and are used for tasks like image and speech 
recognition, recommendation systems, and predictive analytics. They include supervised, 
unsupervised, and reinforcement learning.



Deep Learning:

DefiniBon: 
Deep Learning is a subfield of machine learning that involves arKficial neural networks 
inspired by the structure and funcKon of the human brain. Deep learning uses mulKple 
layers (hence, "deep") of interconnected arKficial neurons to learn representaKons of data 
and make decisions.

Key CharacterisBcs: 
Deep learning has shown remarkable success in tasks such as image and speech 
recogniKon, natural language processing, and game playing. 
It excels at handling unstructured data and can automaKcally extract features.



Neural networks:
• Neural networks, often referred to as artificial neural networks (ANNs) or simply neural nets, are a class of 

machine learning models inspired by the structure and functioning of the human brain. 

• These models are designed to recognize patterns, learn from data, and make predictions or decisions based 
on that learning. 

• Neural networks have gained significant attention and popularity due to their ability to solve complex 
problems, particularly in fields like image and speech recognition, natural language processing, and more.

Types of Neural Networks: There are various types of neural networks, each suited for different tasks. 

Examples include:
• Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for image analysis.
• Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for sequential data.
• Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks for tasks requiring memory.
• Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) for generative tasks.
• Transformers for natural language processing and machine translation



Generative AI
• Generative AI refers to a type of artificial intelligence that is designed to generate or create new content, data, 

or information. It is a subfield of artificial intelligence that focuses on creating models capable of generating 
content that is often creative, original, and contextually relevant. 

• Generative AI models are not simply limited to recognizing patterns or making predictions; they can produce 
entirely new content that was not explicitly in the training data.

There are various forms of generative AI, and some of the most well-known techniques include:

1. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs): 

• GANs consist of two neural networks, a generator, and a discriminator. The generator creates data (such as 
images or text), while the discriminator's role is to determine whether the data is real or generated. 

• The two networks compete with each other, leading to the generation of increasingly realistic and authentic 
content. GANs have been widely used in image and video generation.



• Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Networks: 

These are types of neural networks that can be used for sequence generation tasks, such as 
generating text, music, or speech. They are particularly effective in tasks that involve 
sequential data.

• Variational Autoencoders (VAEs): 

VAEs are generative models that focus on encoding and decoding data. They are often used in 
applications such as image and speech generation and data compression.

• Transformative Models: 

More recent models like OpenAI's GPT-3 and GPT-4, and Google's BERT, are generative in 
nature. They can generate human-like text and are often used for tasks like language 
translation, text summarization, and even creative writing.



Generative AI has a wide range of applications, 
including:
• Content Generation: Generating text, images, music, and video content.

• Creative Tasks: Assisting in creative tasks like art, writing, and music composition.

• Data Augmentation: Creating synthetic data to augment training datasets.

• Simulation: Generating data for simulations, testing, and training.

Generative AI has raised both excitement and concerns due to its potential to create realistic fake 
content, including deepfake videos and fraudulent text. 

Therefore, it is essential to use generative AI responsibly and consider ethical implications in its 
applications.


